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FORWARD

Wisdom is mankind’s light, alike, guidance in turbulence
situations and circumstances created by negativity and its
captive agents.
Wisdom enables us to distinguish between good and evil.
The unconditional acceptance of a neighbor for mutual
understanding and respect that obviously creates heavenly
environmental is driven by the power of love and wisdom.
We learn every moment in situations and circumstances that
confront us daily to accumulate wisdom. Both good and bad
people are great teachers to mankind.

Stiff necks are fools as we often hear from the sages. Fools

do not recognize their ignorance. They are wisest in their
own eyes and consider lacking nothing. They are boastful
bragged.
They keep on disregarding and rejecting knowledge that
relates to understanding of Nature
They do not know the language of respect and silence, alike;
do not know how to distinguish between respect and fear.
Lack of wisdom and knowledge, they keep on repeating the
same mistakes of yesterday.
Their own stupidity finally chains them and thrown them
into a chaotic spiritual jail. They constantly sell their
freedom to negativity to be incarcerated
They are the category of people full of hallucination; day
dreamers who build Great Castles in the air. They always
need someone to bail them from their sins, misery and
agony.
They rely on hope, eventually; hope fails them before given
up to the ghost of death.
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If you refuse to learn, in some scenarios, your ignorance
misleads you to an awkward situation whereby, the only
possibility to liberate yourself is to learn.
The sages know that, the wiser a person becomes the more
silent he becomes. These sorts of men are very humble. They
embrace people wisely and consider both good people and
bad people who confront them as great teachers.
Whatever lesson begotten from people, either deceptions or
joy, they evaluate the scenarios relating to the circumstances
that led to the deception or joy, its purpose and reasons to
learn from it in their closet. They always accept in silence
whatever comes on their way as a lesson
Whatever they go through either deceptions of joy from
people, they evaluate in their closet and decide for
themselves, what can be their interest to accumulate wisdom.
Opportunity knocks but once. Through uncaring selfish
attitude, lack of patients and silence, we can miss an
opportunity with a disguised overcoat seemingly worthless
that may be the gateway to our success.
We can be masters of all fields through patience and silence.
Learning with patience and silence is the process of
experiencing life and its mysteries.
Silence and patience is the mystery key to discover yourself,
alike to conquer the Ego’s mind dictates. All the attitudes
which relate to selfishness, stiff neck and idiosyncrasy,
disregarding and ignoring knowledge, boastful bragged , not
acknowledging our ignorance are all the attribute of the
Ego’s dominated mind.
If you conquer the mind, you can conquer the world around
you. Patience and silence in closet is the mystery key to
conquer the Ego’s mind, alike the mystery key to discover
yourself which is the most difficult sacred or mystery truth to
be unveiled.
Discovering yourself, “your true self” is the key to freeing
yourself from mental enslavement. It is the mystery key to
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accumulate wisdom. It enables you to distinguish between
the sacred truth that nourishes the soul with the bread of life
and the false manmade ideologies and indoctrinations that
eventually incarcerate mankind.
This precious book; ‘Poems and Guides for the Journey of
Life’ is of much significant to mankind. It endows mankind
with wisdom. It enables mankind to live in peace and
harmoniously with Mother Nature and its Creations.
When Mother Nature embraces you with smiles, definitely,
impossibility becomes possibility. If you want to live, learn
how to live. Multiple problems are inevitable when mankind
is lacking wisdom
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RECOMMENDATION

May the Great God of Creation pour his showers of
blessings into the souls of every reader and all those who
favor my righteous cause.
Special blessings to those who contributed and assisted to
let this book, “Poems and Guides for the Journey of Life,”
spread its wings to enlighten, encourage and to liberate the
innocent souls from mental enslavement through the Ego’s
mind ideologies replacing the sacred truth.
May the Supreme Being behind the Entire Existence open
our heart and mind to understand the mysteries of Nature,
alike, endow us with wisdom to enable us liberate
ourselves from mental enslavement.
Special thanks to Madam Amma Adomah, Dick Brands,
Michael Osei Davies and Emmanuel Osei Darko Davies
who worked tirelessly around the clock with all possible
means to enable these words of light within wisdom to
spread out for the benefit of mankind.
Finally, I thank and praise the Ultimate Source of the
Power of Creation, who through his plural excellence of
wisdom, created such a precious life for our existence.
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INTRODUCTION

I am here on Earth to dance to the rhythm of the Sacred
Word of Nature which was the beginner of the entire
Existence. I invite those innocent naturally blessed souls to
dance with me; alike, to share with them sacred words meant
for divine growth and eternity.
I am just a dancer to the rhythm of Nature. Those who
embrace me with true love, and thirsty for the melodies of
the sacred truth, I cherish them with the joy within the sacred
words that nourish the Soul with the bread of life.
The Sacred melodies that open the mystery door of wisdom
and understanding that enlightens mankind’s inner temple
with tremendous light and unconditional love that triggers
the flaming fire within mankind’s soul.
Though my words may be of great nourishment for the souls
of the prudent and the sages, yet, I deserve no praises. All
praises must be showered to the mighty one who created life
for our existence. Do not accredit me with any human
mind’s title. Do not call me a Messiah.
Manmade titles are for those ordained men by religious
sects. If I happen to appear in your dreams, do not take it
into consideration of any importance.
By considering me beneath my dignity will let you adorn me
as a savior. But, the word savior must be left to those
preachers. To conceive an idea of Savior and the Messiah
will deprive you from your spiritual growth. So never let me
become a stumbling block to your spiritual growth. Do not
remain on the bridge. Just pursue your divine growth to your
noblest destiny.
I am nothing. I am just a person like you. I am just here on
earth to fulfill my divine mission. And after my work is over,
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I vanish like a splash of the sand in the midst of a stormy
wind.
Though, I may be gone, but my words left behind will be a
burning fire and light in the hearts of natural men and the
future generations.
This will lead them to discover their true identity in divinity.
Even so, I counsel you not to shower praises to me in order
not to be a hindrance to your spiritual growth.
Just put your trust in the Master of Creation. He is the most
gracious and the merciful father of all, whose lovingkindness endures forever. There are no records of failure to
those innocent souls who put their trust in him.
Let his countless of light be your shield and amour. This will
enable you to be a conqueror, and to be remembered by the
great Mother Earth as a divine hero. Who descended down,
saw, fought and conquered.
This will let your shadow left behind serves as a burning
light in the hearts of the future generations; alike, enable you
to give great accountability to the great father after leaving
this physical world.
Blessed are those who are not spiritually blind and deaf,
capable of distinguishing between good and evil, sacred truth
and manmade ideologies that is hidden within the coat of
truth, for they shall be liberated from mental enslavement.
Amen-Amen. Amen
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There is a difference between freedom and enslavement.

There is a difference between the captive and the conqueror.
There is a difference between the citizen and the king. There
is a difference between cries of disappointments and smiles
of victory. There is a difference between darkness and light.
And who among the living men will like to be held in
bondage forever? For, once tasted freedom and knowing the
value of freedom, you will abhor to be held in captive and in
bondage again. Presumably, only fools, cowards, the lazy
souls and the daydreamers will like to be held in bondage
forever. It is simply because; they do not know the value of
freedom. Alike, lacking the understanding of failure and
success.
Wise men know that, man must be held once in bondage in
life time, but not always. They dare not even paying with
their life to attain freedom not for their selfish interest, but
total liberation for their entire generations.
Once tasted the ultimate freedom under the Universal light,
you will definitely abhor darkness.
Man’s ultimate goal and priority should be the attainment of
a great inner light and wisdom. Walking in the sunshine, you
will always feel good. That is absolutely freedom.
Everything is visible within the Great Universal light. There
is no hiding place in the sunshine. Within the mighty
Universal light, there is life, freedom and eternity.
Mankind needs wisdom to attain these goals. Wise men’s
major pre-occupation and priority in life is to seek wisdom.
Whilst, fools major pre-occupation is, for wants of
materialism,
In some scenarios, their riches turn out to be a curse for their
generation for lack of wisdom. Mankind should be
preoccupied to seek wisdom, truth and light for totally
liberation from negativity.
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Liberation from negativity and mental enslavement enables
you to be a dominant force of everything around you. This is
the ultimate truth and the reality.
To be incarcerated by negativity tantamount to a ‘livingdead.’ And mankind must be held in captivity once in life
time; but not perpetually.
And may the mighty power behind creation endow us with
wisdom, light and unconditional love to discover ourselves
to maintain our uniqueness, authenticity and the recognition
of our inner world’s beauty to enable us dance permanently
to the rhythm of the universal light. This will facilitate us to
liberate ourselves to be conquerors.
It is simply because; darkness disappears in the presence of
light. Light is the combatant force against darkness. The
universal light and life are the by-products of the Supreme
power of Love.
The power of love conquers all.
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THE KINGDOM OF GOD
Religious sects have being in existence from the prehistoric
era. The genesis of their indoctrination and ideology
seemingly to be the true path to the kingdom of God; as their
clergy’s advocate to their followers.
Unfortunately or fortunately their fruit spelt out vividly
about their true nature. There are doubts of the truthfulness
of some religious sects.
The devastating atrocities caused in the name of religion,
hatred, division in combination of religious wars that we are
still experiencing its by-products have raised a lot of
questions than answers.
We know that, the attributes of religion or religiousness are;
unity, understanding, respect and loving-kindness for perfect
peace and everlasting prosperity for humanity without
regards to race or color.
Now, we found ourselves in the confusion state of minds
prior to hatred, division, abuses of innocent male genders by
some nuts with the title of the anointed ones, religious wars,
divorces by the so called righteous people bonding
themselves with rings as security in marriages in the name of
God, atrocities caused in the name of God and religion and
etceteras;
Mr. K.Osei; is there any possibility to highlight us on these
issues relating to religion, perhaps to facilitate us to choose
the true religion that leads mankind into the Kingdom of
God?
Again, what do I have to do to inherit the kingdom of God
after death? A gentleman in his forties asked innocently.
It is an excellent and of course a wise question from the core
of an innocent natural person who seeks perfect peace
globally. And to facilitate you to choose the true religion that
leads mankind into the kingdom of God; verily I say to you;
12
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choose true love and live with your innocence. Let it be your
authentic religion. It is imperative that, you would not be
denied an entry into the kingdom of God.
The unique truth that binds mankind, creatures, creations,
Heavens and the Master of Creation eternally and
perpetually is the Power of Love and Innocence. These
qualities are within everyone. It is our birthright. It is our
origin source and true path that leads mankind into the
kingdom of God.
This may perhaps sound strange and irrelevant in the ears of
those lacking understanding in sacred issues, but it is the
gospel truth and nothing, but the truth.
It has been said; in Creation, the Supreme Power of Love is
the Origin or the beginning of everything in existence. And
God is Love. This simple phrase said it all and obviously a
profound significant to those enlightened natural people.
I took a great deal of time high lightening mankind of this
subject in my book entitled; ‘The Wings of Love Volume 2:
The title of the subject itself is; “Understanding Love.”
Everything in Creation operates under the energy of the
Supreme Power of Love; alike, the Throne of the Master of
Creation operates through the Supreme Power of Love. Why
then worrying yourself, taking long and winding road,
relying on ideologies that cover their doubted miniskirt with
hope, faith and belief?
The power of Love conquers all. It is the Supreme power of
Love that directs the entire Existence in Creation. Anything
outside the territory of love is not acceptable by Mother
Nature.
And, what is Love?
The Supreme Power of Love is the ultimate source of energy
that binds existence in uniqueness for a perfect order. The
Supreme Power of Love expresses the perfection and the
perception of the mysterious phenomenon handiwork of the
Supreme Being behind the Entire existence. The Supreme
13
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power of love is the Ultimate source of limitless power and it
is the origin of the life force. Love beautifies everything in
Creation including life.
To get the in-depth details of this, it is recommendable to get
a copy of my book entitle “The Wings of Love Volume 2.
Now we need straight forward issues; there are diversities of
religion and their signification, alike their values on which
such religious sects were built or founded. Religion can be
anything at all that binds your heart to enslave you, whereby,
much of your time will be spent on its dictates.
Religion is a Universal freedom for each and everyone. It is
meant to discover ourselves for the recuperation of our
innocence and the truth of the universe; alike to understand
Mother Nature.
We need to choose a religion, live with it, grow with it and
proceed to reach our ultimate goal in spiritually. And the
ultimate goal is the recuperation of our innocent.
Obviously, it is a long and winding road of which much
awareness is needed. It is simply because; you may fall short
to identify the devil in the human form covering itself with
white garment and the emblem of religion who may be your
‘Man of God.
True religion is to have a perfect relationship or
connectedness with the Creator of all Creations. This links
can be established only true the power of love. It is simply
because, the Master of Creation establishes his mighty power
on love. Mankind can connect to the Supreme love only
through its innocent. Unconditional love is the cover-cloth of
the innocent.
Some religious sect advocate, one can enter into the kingdom
of God only, if he or she becomes like a child. A child is
born purely innocent. And that innocent bewitching the child
has nothing to do with an emblem of any religion. Innocent
is mankind’s precious gift by which it enters into this world.
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End of Preview
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